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Introduction

 
This book is for students who are training to be primary teachers
and those classroom teachers who lack experience, or who are
not greatly skilled, in teaching art. Students on one-year
postgraduate teacher education courses have to adapt quickly to
more generalized ways of learning that are quite different from
their in-depth degree studies, while having to come to terms with
a child-centred learning orientation covering curriculum planning,
teaching-learning philosophies and classroom strategies as well
as the interrelationship of subject areas across the broad primary
curriculum. This can be a confusing and daunting task—albeit an
exciting and rewarding one—which is given a sense of reality in
periods of practical teaching out in the schools.

I shall be attempting, in this book, to provide a general
framework within which teachers can plan classroom activities
in art of sound pedagogical value. This will be pragmatic with
respect to:
 
• art teaching philosophies and aims
• basic practical 2D and 3D art and design work of relevance to

primary school children
• the kinds of materials suitable for such work
• the way art work can be presented through display
• how art can be assessed
• what art experiences children should have had prior to their

secondary schooling (‘bench marks of achievement’)
• the role of art in cross-curricular work
• out-of-school resources
• cultural and art historical studies
 
Some case-study examples are used in the text and photographs,
where relevant, illustrate children’s work or show them doing
art. In itself a book is obviously no substitute for classroom
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experience and can only serve as a complementary resource. It
might offer a few ideas and suggestions or even provide a few
stimuli or thought-provoking philosophies, but the classroom is
really the ‘open book’ in which lively young humans mingle with
an exciting eagerness in what, for them and their teacher, is an
educational adventure. It is the workshop where children are
developing educated minds and articulated skills.

Artists, designers and craftspeople find that ‘making’ things
with materials is always adventurous and this is what sets art
aside as an aspect of the academic curriculum. But it doesn’t stop
there, for art is an activity which can then be carried on by
interested adults throughout their lives. The very act of creating
two-dimensional visual imagery and three-dimensional objects—
things which did not exist before—is tremendously exciting, giving
the creator a real sense of achievement and well-being. Of course,
other subject specialists might argue that this also applies to their
disciplines, just as much as it does to art. I would hope that they
would feel as passionate as I do about my own subject and would
welcome their arguments.

What I do know from my experience as a teacher and an artist
is that the whole realm of art, design and craft is like a banqueting
table which provides a nourishing feast—a feast to be savoured,
to be enjoyed and to be digested at leisure. It has been said that
we are what we eat; if, therefore, we provide a rich aesthetic feast
for young children, we will be providing them with the ingredients
for a more fulfilling, visually-related aestheticism and an educated
cultural intellect which will help them to balance the overall
educational provision which it is the responsibility of schools to
administer. Children, however must be happy. They must enjoy
their learning. As teachers, let us give them respect, while sharing
their happiness and pleasure in ‘caring’ learning environments
which throb with visual interest and excitement.
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Art in the primary school

What do we mean by art, craft, design and appreciation?

Some educationalists look at art, craft, and design as three distinct
subjects, and in the past many teachers taught ‘art’ and then they
taught ‘craft’. It is questionable as to what they thought of as
‘design’—which is a fundamental component of both art and
craft—although this aspect is considered today to be some kind
of new subject which must be taught as a discrete discipline. In
this book I intend to place these three aspects together under the
umbrella of ‘art’ so that it is easier for me to write about and, I
trust, easier for my readers to understand. I shall, of course, refer
to all three individually from time to time, and the fourth aspect,
‘appreciation’, will also be discussed.

Let me begin by looking at ‘art’, ‘craft’, ‘design’ and ‘appreciation’
as four distinct aspects of the subject. Three of these obviously involve
the direct use of materials in classroom situations where children
participate actively in artistic production, i.e. in the making of art
(whether this be in the form of paintings, prints, patterns, models,
posters, pottery, or video films). In my opinion, the fourth aspect,
appreciation, grows best from the children’s experience of doing art
work and therefore it, too, can be said to depend upon the manipulation
of materials and the knowledge gained through artistic production.
This is a disputable concept about which I shall say more shortly;
some educationalists would disagree with this idea, insisting that
children can be taught how to ‘appreciate’ art—whether in an historical
or modern context -without actually doing it themselves. What is
important, however, is that you, the teacher working in school now,
will need to consider this problem and resolve it in your own way.

What do we mean by the terms art, craft, design and
appreciation? Are they one and the same thing? Are they
interrelated? I suggest that they need to be thought about and
propose the following definitions as starting points:  
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1 The term ‘art’ covers that area of inventiveness with art and
craft materials through which self-expressed emotions, ideas
and feelings resulting from the visual interpretation of
environmental experiences are communicated, while depending
upon acquired craftsmanship and artistry.

2 Craft, on the other hand, embraces the acquirement and
utilization of manual skills in the manipulation of two- and three-
dimensional materials, hand-tools, and/or mechanical equipment.
It provides artists, designers and craftspersons with the means
of artistry, or what is known quite simply as making art.

3 Artistry depends upon the imaginative or inventive use of
knowledgeable and skilful making and designing, and therefore
the design aspect is the knowledgeable area in which inventiveness
germinates and develops into recognizable artistic form.

 
Teachers must recognize that these aspects are interdependent. They
simply cannot exist in isolation but rely upon good hand, eye, and
brain co-ordination; in other words, they spring from an harmonious
relationship. Some years ago schoolchildren ‘did some art’, perhaps a
drawing or a painting, and then they ‘did some craft’—perhaps making
a raffia mat. If they had an interested teacher they might then do ‘some
design work’—which might have consisted of making a stencil pattern
on the cover of an exercise book. It is important today to ensure that
they receive a much broader range of practical experiences in a
curriculum which gives them a wider educational grounding.
 
4 The appreciation aspect tends to be separated from the other

aspects. I cannot understand why this is so, unless it stems from
teacher uncertainty, for it, too, results best from artistic practice
and must be aided by empirical knowledge gained through such
experience. It is the thoughtful, critical area in which children
make value judgements and assessments of works of art, craft,
and design in relation to both their historical and cultural context,
and the meaningful place of art in the lives of people world-wide.

 
As I have already stated, some people—amongst them art critics—
seem able to ‘appreciate’ art without having made it. I would argue
that this is not really possible and that their appreciation and criticism
cannot be total. Is it possible to appreciate how paint has been laid
on a canvas if one has never had the experience of doing it? Can I
appreciate the feelings which an astronaut has in stepping on to the


